
 
 

Cinnamon, cloves and allspice are added to fermented apple juice to produce a cider which tastes like pumpkin pie. 

This crisp and refreshing cider mixes the sweetness of the apples with a subtle dryness for a balanced cider taste. 

     The satisfying elements of both stout and coffee come together in this full-bodied treat. enlightening beer. 

The grain bill includes a healthy portion of wheat, while citrusy hops lend bright notes to the aroma. Delivers a lightly tart finish. 

Bursting with hop aromas ranging from pine to grapefruit notes.  Two Hearted remains one of the defining American style India Pale Ales. 

A Fresh-Hopped Rye Pale w/ Chinook hops imparting tropical fruit notes to its flavor & aroma. Generous amounts of toasted rye add a spicy, nutty flavor. 

An ale that has all the chocolate and roasted nut flavor of a classic Porter, with an enigmatic surprise thrown in for good measure, real vanilla bean. 

A full bodied ale. Each batch is brewed with heavy roasted and chocolate malts to give this beer its unique flavors of coffee and chocolate. 

The unique combination of wild yeast and lactic fermentation yields a beer that is acidic, lemony-tart, highly attenuated and very light bodied. 

90 Minute has a great malt backbone that stands up to the extreme hopping rate.  Continuously hopped, allowing for a pungent but not crushing hop flavor. 

Brewed with caramelized brown sugar it’s a cross between a Scotch Ale, an IPA, and an American Pale, this beer is well hopped and malty at the same time. 

A Belgian-style White made with dried organic orange slices, fresh cut lemongrass and a bit of coriander. 

Features a flowery bouquet and flavor, accented by spice notes, sweetness from locally harvested honey, and a crisp wheat finish. 

A special blend of spices and pumpkin shine through just enough to complement this slightly sweet and malty tribute to the season of hayrides and bonfires. 

Optimizing the flavor of raspberries added at multiple stages of fermentation, this stunning berry red masterpiece is the perfect balance of sweet and tart. 

This American IPA features citrus and tropical fruit hop aromas layered above a slight malty sweetness. 

A crisp hint of roasted barley, the fresh breeze of hops & the refreshing bite all make for the bittersweet reward. 

An American craft wheat beer brewed with real pumpkin and spices, this brew strikes a perfect balance between bright refreshment and seasonal spice. 

     Aged in bourbon barrels to provide a sweet hint of caramel and vanilla to dark-roasted malts and finish with the essence of a lightly roasted coffee.

     A bourbon barrel-aged ale brewed with Kentucky-sourced pumpkin, richly spiced with cinnamon, nutmeg and allspice

     This IPA is full of flavor with notes of spice, roasted malts, caramel, and citrus fruit. It is made with 43 different hops and 65 various malts.

     Made with whole roasted pecans this beer is very lightly hopped to allow the malty, caramel, and nutty flavors shine through.

     Flavors of brulee and kola nut are suddenly swept away by thyme-like and hoppy bitterness. Finishes dry with flavors of licorice, gentian, and Italian bitters.

     Brewed with ground ginger root this beer is light in body, lower in alcohol, has a distinct ginger aroma, and has a very crisp finish.

     A smooth, well-balanced cream ale with subtle honey malt and roasted jalapeño notes.

     Brewed using a style called “Wet Hopping,” which requires only hops that are no more than a day from the vine. Exceptionally fresh unfiltered hop flavor.

Straight raspberry juice is blended with selected Lambic; reich-red Framboise has a taste of sparkling raspberry champagne. 

 

 
just Tap’d: Bell’s ‘Java’, Evil Czech ‘Gypsy’, New Belgium ‘Le Terroir’, 

Smuttynose ‘Pumpkin’, Sun King ‘Cream Dream 007’, Woodchuck ‘Pink’ 
New Tap Brewery Beer: American Blonde, Ella IPA & Watermelon 
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Lips of Faith Series - A sour beer barrel-aged for two years and then dry-hopped with amarillo and cascade hops for 8 days. 

A stout with roasty malt character intermingled with deep vanilla tones, all dancing in an oak bath aged for 120 days. 

The quench of wheat ale combined with the delightful aromatics and subtle fruit flavor contributed by Maine wild blueberries. 

Shipyard Pumpkinhead Ale is a crisp and refreshing wheat ale with delightful aromatics and subtle spiced flavor. 

*Beer Camp - 3 Floyds Collaboration* Combines a uniquely robust malt body with intense citrusy and fruity new school hop varietals. 

A delightful example of the classic pale ale style. It has a deep amber color and a exceptionally full-bodied, complex character. 

*Beer Camp - New Glarus Collaboration* This classic English-style Bitter is a complex yet easy-drinking mix of toasty malt and a fruity, herbal hop flavor. 

An ale with the addition of pumpkin to the mash, along with traditional spices to create a delicious American original. 

This deep copper pumpkin ale tastes of vanilla, cloves, allspice, cinnamon, nutmeg and pie crust. 

Imperial Stout brewed with huge roasted malt character, moderate carbonation and spicy pumpkin pie aroma. 

This truly old fashioned soda has the rich, creamy flavor that only comes from using pure Wisconsin honey from the combs.  

Real grapefruit juice gives the Stiegl Radler a distinct, tart aroma and natural cloudiness.  (just 35 calories) 

Cocoa & cinnamon are at the forefront. The coffee, nutmeg & vanilla follow, & the fruitiness and heat of the pasilla peppers come through nicely on the finish. 

Solemn Oath Collaboration: This Belgian-style Session IPA combines citrusy American & German hops w/ spicy Belgian yeast in an international showcase of flavor. 

This Imperial IPA is based on the malt profile of their cream ale and balances orange peel bitterness with a cavalcade of citrus and tropical fruit hop flavors. 

Barley, wheat & oats are used to give this beer its smooth malt profile, balanced w/ American hops & a cool fermentation. 

A low calorie light Lager that is crisp, refreshing and easy to drink. Pale gold, light in body with delicate malt flavor. 

A crisp and refreshing lighter summer offering, this Kolsch-style beer is golden in color, light bodied and a perfect remedy for hot weather. 

TBK features an abundance of dark malts and high alpha hops for a powerful impact of roast, chocolate, and sweet bitterness. 

Brewed with organic coriander, chamomile, and orange peel to be light on the tongue & refreshingly tart. 

 
A cloudy hazy appearance & unmistakable flavors of cloves, banana, citrus, vanilla & bubblegum are just some of the refreshing characteristics. 

 
This cider is delicate in body yet full of crisp, juicy apple flavors. Proceeds are donated to Dragonheart's Survivorship NOW mission to benefit cancer survivors. 

Chocolate malt and real dark chocolate are combined with Young's, full flavored dark beer to craft a satisfyingly indulgent, but never overly sweet experience. 

Ask a server about a $2 Beer Shot: 
- Cream & Crimson 
- Chocolate Covered Raspberry 
- Wit Chocolate 

Triton Gingerbread 
Taxman Hop Collector 
Upland Easy Chair 
Sun King Chocolate Mac 
Danny Boy Ginger 
Kentucky Bourbon Barleywine 
Goose Island Ogden 
Dark Horse Raspberry 
Dogfish Head 61 Minute 
Victory Whirlwind 
 

 

Try a Blended Draft  -$6- 
 

- Cream  & Crimson 
- Choco Berry 
- Snake Bite 
- Mixed Berry 
 

     

http://www.ratebeer.com/beerstyles/oktoberfest-marzen/37/
http://www.ratebeer.com/beerstyles/oktoberfest-marzen/37/

